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What Is Bible Journaling?
Welcome to the wonderful world of Bible journaling!
In its simplest definition, Bible journaling is a way
to express your faith creatively. Putting pen to
paper is a great way to remember and record
biblical concepts that are meaningful and relevant
to your life. Whether you are drawing, coloring,
and writing right inside your Bible—the most
commonly understood definition—or writing and
illustrating scripture verses in a separate book or on
paper alongside your Bible, the essential thing to
understand is that Bible journaling is about creating
while reflecting on God’s Word.
This book consists of four sections that will fully
introduce you to the joy of Bible journaling as well
as to the growing community of people who find
meaning by expressing their faith in this creative way.
There is a how-to techniques section, chock-full of
lettering, drawing, painting, and crafting techniques
you can use to bring God’s Word to life, as well as
information on tools appropriate for Bible journaling.
There is an artist profile section, where eleven of
the world’s leading Bible journaling artists share the
stories of their personal faith journeys. There is a
gallery full of inspiring examples of journaling God’s
Word both inside and outside the Bible. Lastly, there
is a bonus section full of instantly useable content—
including traceable designs, stickers, and Bible book
tabs—to help you get started in Bible journaling
right away!
As you explore the different sections of this book,
take note of the variety of styles and techniques
shown. Which ones appeal to you the most? It is
always a good idea to test new tools and techniques—
and even page layouts—before actually using them in
your Bible. Many Bibles have an extra page or two at
the back that you can use for this purpose.
It is also helpful to connect with others in the
Bible journaling community. Several of the artists
in the artist profile section have Facebook groups,
and there are other groups you can join included
in the resources section at the back of the book.
For inspiration, video tutorials, and more, visit
www.biblejournalingjumpstart.com.

These three interpretations of Proverbs 3:5 exemplify
the three major styles of Bible journaling:

Journaling in the
margins of the
Bible (example
by Sue Kemnitz)

Journaling outside
the Bible (example
by Hannah
Ballesteros)
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Journaling all
over the Bible
page (example
by Christy Fae)

Stickers and Die Cuts
REGINA YODER

There is a wide array of stickers with different features available on the market.
Some are good for writing on, some have words that you can add to your page
instantly, and others are letters that you can use to spell out any word you want.
Stickers also come printed on either a clear or an opaque background. Both are
useful for different things; you just need to consider if you want your Bible page
background to show through or not. Sometimes, if you’ve created a colorful
background, then a clear sticker on top might be hard to see because the background
shows through and interferes with the clarity of the sticker design. If you are adding a
clear sticker on top of a white area, though, it will stand out beautifully.

Check out the
ready-to-use
stickers in the
bonus section
at the back of
this book!

Alphabet Stickers
Alphabet stickers are an effective way to create a
customized message on your Bible page. Plan your
design to ensure that what you want to express
will fit in the available space. (A sticker placer tool
or pair of tweezers is helpful for placing small

stickers.) Before placing the stickers, think about
how they will look with the other elements you
plan to add to the page. You can emphasize certain
words and create a contemporary layout by using
different styles and sizes of alphabet stickers.

Word Stickers
Word stickers are great because the letters flow
together in a way you can’t easily achieve with
individual alphabet stickers. They also work well
1. Place.
Color the
background if
desired, then
place the word
sticker where
you’d like it,
smoothing
it down to
remove air
bubbles
and wrinkles.
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when you want to make a quick note or reminder of
what a passage is about, but don’t want to take a lot
of time to do a more complicated design yourself.
2. Underline.
Underline
the verse
you’d like to
remember to
accompany
the sticker.

Acrylic Paint
REGINA YODER

Acrylics are an opaque, water-based paint that
dries quickly and can be watered down for a
more translucent look. Acrylic paints come in
both bottles and tubes and are available in a
wide array of colors.

Painting Easy Stripes
You can make stripes quickly and easily using
this simple method!

Korin Sutherland

1. Add paint. Add a tiny blob of paint to a sticker
placer tool or the very end of a used gift card. A
sticker placer will give you skinny color layers, and
a card will give you wider color layers.

2. Wipe. Hold the tool at a 45-degree angle and drag
a thin layer of paint across the Bible page. Repeat
with the colors of your choice.

3. Add words. After the paint has dried, add alphabet
stickers or letter your desired text by hand.

4. Embellish. Add additional embellishments
if desired.
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Lettering

JOANNE FINK

Since the heart of Bible journaling involves writing God’s Word, it is helpful to know some simple hand-lettered
styles and how to use them. On the next few pages, you’ll find several easy-to-learn lettering styles that work
well on their own or can be combined to enhance and emphasize the message you are trying to convey.
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Karla Dornacher
Journaling to Reconnect with
Her Passion and Her Faith

“My very first memories as a child are of making art,” says
Karla Dornacher, who grew up along the Mississippi River
in western Illinois. “I wanted to be an artist when I grew up,
but I put my art supplies away when I became a wife and
a mom, and for years I focused my creativity on my home,
gardens, and crafting.”

I was forty years old,” Karla recalls. “Combining my
new love for color and my hand-lettered verses, I
started my own faith-based art business, which
Surrounded by the beauty of the Pacific Northwest,
[eventually] opened a door for me to write and
Karla enjoys life with her husband and their two silly
kitties in Vancouver, Washington.
illustrate more than eighteen books. Today, in some
ways, I’ve come full circle by drawing and designing
Once upon a time, though, Karla was college-bound coloring books similar to those I once loved as a
child, only now for the little girl that lives within us all.”
on a full scholarship to study art at Southern Illinois
A visual artist once again as well as an
University. But weeks before her first semester, she
met and fell in love with her future husband, and her experienced scripture calligrapher, Karla remembers
vividly the next turning point in her faith journey:
life took a new direction. Soon she was married and
discovering Bible journaling on social media in
starting a family. She and her young family moved
January 2015. “I was smitten!” she says. “I believe my
first to the Pacific Northwest, then to Alaska for four
heart skipped a beat and immediately did a happy
adventurous years, and then back to Washington
dance! I ordered [a journaling Bible] right away; I love
again. Along the way, she found another passion:
it because it gives me another good reason to really
her faith. In her spare time, she practiced calligraphy,
read and delight in God’s Word and another avenue
using scripture as her source material.
to worship Him and share Him with others.”
Then, one day, something happened that brought
For Karla, there’s something special about her
everything together. “I was so excited the day I painted
Crossway ESV Single Column Bible: it provides the
my first watercolor painting that didn’t turn to mud!
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space to interact with the words artistically, which
draws her in time and again. “Rather than just read
and walk away, it gives me a good reason to spend
more time in one passage or one verse, meditating
on it and sometimes even memorizing it, which
encourages my faith and draws me closer in my walk
with God.”

“Bible journaling provides
a wonderful opportunity
for every artist—from
beginner to advanced.”
Karla enjoys Bible study because she loves to
dig deep into the stories and meanings—she says
it feeds her mind. But she loves Bible journaling
because it feeds her soul. “I tend to be a very
visual person and often ‘hear’ God speak to me in
pictures and imagery, so the art of Bible journaling
has given me another new and wonderful way for
me to express His Word in my own personal and

unique way,” she says. “I take great joy and delight
in Bible journaling and illustrating scripture and am
so thankful for how He has used His Word to truly
transform my heart and give purpose and meaning
to my life.” Though she doesn’t have as much time to
work in her Bible as she would like, she is thankful for
what time she does get, typically a few days a week.
She sticks to a simple toolkit consisting of a light
pencil for sketching, a pen for inking, and colored
pencils for coloring.
To people just beginning to get into Bible journaling,
she says, “Just be you, and don’t worry about being
perfect, because nothing is perfect apart from
God!” She cautions journalers to not compare
themselves to others, but to develop their own style
and process. For example, she can be inspired by
someone’s scrapbook-style Bible journaling work,
but she wouldn’t imitate it because it’s not her own
personal style—she doesn’t even own stamps! “But
the great thing is that there is no single style that
is better than another,” she says. “Bible journaling
provides a wonderful opportunity for every artist—
from beginner to advanced—to learn and grow and
develop her own skills and style [while] creatively
connecting with the Lord.”

To get tips from Karla
, chec
www.karladornacher.co k out her website,
m, her Instagram,
@karladornacher, or
her other social media
sites!
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Karla created this Fruit of the Spirit design by tracing
a portion of one of her coloring book pages, then
sprinkling the list of “fruits” among the branches.

1
1. Many of Karla’s designs are drawn freehand in her Bible, but
she often prefers to sketch her design on paper first, ink it, and
then trace it in her Bible. Check out the extensive line of Bible
journaling “margin” bookmarks in Karla’s Etsy shop.
2. “I love to hand-letter!” Karla shares, which is evident in the rich
diversity of lettering styles she incorporated into this charming
design. As is true with most of her designs, she did the line
work with an 005 Micron pen and finished it with Prismacolor
Premier colored pencils.

2
4

3. “I always try to creatively express the emotion of a verse
whenever possible through color, letter styles, and adding
hand-drawn elements,” Karla says. “It’s like the joy of the
Lord fills the page in both word and art.”
4. Karla often creates stickers from her printable art. “God has
used Joshua 1:9 so many times in my life to encourage me
to be brave that I knew it was the perfect verse to use my ‘be
brave’ art and washi tape sticker collection. It’s bold and fun
and I love it!” she says.

3
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Discover New Ways to Express Your Faith
Bible journaling is the powerful and popular new way
to engage with scripture through art. Complete Guide to
Bible Journaling is your go-to guide to the latest lettering,
drawing, painting, and crafting techniques for bringing
God’s Word to life.
Learn all about the different types of tools that today’s
Bible journalers use to connect their faith with creativity.
Discover wonderful ways to express your spirit by
tracing, drawing, and patterning. Get tips on using
stencils, colored pencils, watercolors, acrylic paints,
rubber stamps, washi tape, and much more. Meet some
of the world’s leading Bible journaling artists who share
the stories of their personal faith journeys.
A colorful gallery offers inspiring examples of journaling
both inside and outside the Bible. A bonus section—
worth more than $50 retail—provides hundreds of
exciting stickers, index tabs, vellum overlays, and
illustrations to trace and color.

Inside You’ll Find:
•

Simple ways to hand-letter and illustrate your
favorite verses

•

Tips and techniques for using stencils, colored
pencils, watercolors, acrylic paints, rubber
stamps, washi tape, and more

•

Personal profiles of leading Bible
journaling artists

•

Gallery of inspiring examples from more than
40 talented artists

•

Hundreds of bonus stickers, tabs, overlays,
and icons to trace and color
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